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Interoperability makes things 

faster, easier, possible

Image from: https://herpackinglist.com



AQ Open Data Landscape 
Landscape

real-time, government

• ~75 Countries

• ~10 million data points per day

• Disparate formats, some 

temporarily exist 

• Not designed to be globally 

interoperable with one another



People, from 

scientists to policy 

folks to journalists 

spend a lot of time 

wrangling data – or 

just work with an 

incomplete story.



• API to ~300,000,000 harmonized, interoperable real-

time data points from 67 countries’ governments.

openaq.org

• OpenAQ harmonizes publically available air quality data 

and connecting people across geographies and sectors.

• Our goal is to get YOU sharing and building on top of 

the raw data and connecting with one another.



OpenAQ Community – By the Numbers*

15 million
Data Requests

per month

700+
Research orgs

have visited

~500
Slack Channel 

MembersPlatform accessed by 4055 cities in 162 countries

*Accessed October 21, 2018

Here are 4 lessons from our community 

on why interoperability matters:



#1: Potential of the data is more fully realized
Examples from the OpenAQ Community of Asia-specific work

>1300 stations added to platform, 

seamlessly ingested into various 

projects around the world.  

More: https://openaq.org/#/community

Forecasting                                        
Data-driven journalismHistorical analyses

Calibrating sensors

Figure from UrbanEmission.info



#2: A Better Bigger Picture

Using data accessed through OpenAQ to inform where satellites “look” and as a calibration 

or cross-checking tool of models utilizing satellite data to estimate air quality.

Manning et al. ES&T Letters, (2018) Figure courtesy Emma Knowland and 

Christoph Keller, NASA



Open-source tools for ingesting data in different languages, visualizing 

the data, and doing a first pass of filtering for quality in the raw data. 

e.g. R, Python, Javascript…

#3: More and Better Tools

Tools for the general public: Apps, chatbots, emoticon maps, websites 

that share the information in a less technical, more accessible format.

More: https://openaq.org/#/community



“I want to see my area’s dots on the map!” to folks catching glitches in 

government data or our open-source system. Giant form of peer-review!

#4: More and Better Data

SIATA, an air quality agency in Medellin, 

Colombia recently added 31 stations.

• Org in            helped identify a 

glitch in our open-source 

platform.

• Low-cost sensor company CEO in               

+ a journalist in           helped 

improve US EPA reporting. 

Many Data Gaps Remain on 

the OpenAQ Platform



Help Us Harmonize 

Global AQ Data:

• Connect us to governments 

interested in sharing data.

• Contribute code 

(github.com/openaq).

• Use the data, let the 

community know!

It will take an ecosystem 

geographies and sectors 

to solve air inequality.



Thank-you!

Contact us: openaq.org | christa@openaq.org | @open_aq

• Thanks to the OpenAQ Community, and our other partners & sponsors:

Join us on Slack! https://openaq-slackin.herokuapp.com/

• Thanks to Vital Strategies and to Clean Air Asia for the support in 
attending BAQ 2018!

• Ask about our community’s plans for 2019!



Extra Slides



OpenAQ Platform Plans in 2019
• FUNDED: Build a meta data (instrument type, land-use 

classification, etc.) wiki-like platform and format. 

• FUNDED: Universal station-naming system.

• PARTIALLY FUNDED: Build on top of open-source openaq-

quality-checks tool to make open-source tools for data averaging 

and long-term trend visuals.

• SEEKING FUNDING: Build capacity for separated low-cost 

sensing data ingest/sharing mechanism, build easier format for 

uploading research-grade data.

CONCEPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIVITIES ARE 

SHAPED BY COMMUNITY DEMAND



openaq-quality-checks

Explainer: https://developmentseed.org/blog/2018/03/11/openaq-quality-checks/

Example: AQ Monitoring Station Operators 
want a universal (not dependent on 
instrument brand) tool to send automatic 
messages when equipment is down.



Data Source 
#1: Gov’t A

Website

Device-Specific 
App

3. How are Data Added to the Platform?

Apps

Smaller disparate audiences, 
under-utilized data

Larger public audiences, fully-
utilized data by community

Dolugen writes an 
adapter to scrape
data. 

Programmatic, open 
and free access to 
aggregated, universally 
formatted data

Universall
y-
Formatted 
Data

OpenAQ Community’s  Work

Website

Maëlle and Joe work 
together to build an 
adapter to get data via 
API

Data Source 
#3: Gov’t B



What are fully open air quality data?
Mongolian AQ site (agaar.mn):

US EPA AQ site:

Open API

Open API, ftp server

Data

DataPublic

Public

These data sources don’t know about each 
other and are formatted differently. Hard to 
build tools with these data sources.



3. How are Data Added to the Platform?

github.com/openaq



opensourcework

dolugen.github.io/openaq-browser

Data Exploration Tool

Python pkg: py-openaq

github.com/dhhagan/py-openaq

R pkg: ropenaq

github.com/ropenscilabs/
ropenaq/

David Hagan
Boston, US
Ghem Eng Grad 
Student

Dolugen Buraalda
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
Software Developer

Maëlle Salmon
Barcelona, Spain
Statistician



Our community has witnessed these 

benefits of air quality data interoperability:

• Potential of the data is more fully realized

• A better bigger picture

• More and better data

• More and better tools


